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This invention relates to radio antennas, and, 
more particularly, aims to provide'a' novel and 
valuable radio antenna to be carried by an auto 
mobile. ' 

The installation of radio-receiving sets'in au 
tomobiles is becoming more and more wide;- ' 
spread, and a problem has been to obtain a‘ con 
venient and practicable mounting for the an 
tenna on the exterior of the automobile. 
By the present invention an antenna is pro 

vided which may be carried on the exterior of the 
vehicle‘, yet will not detract from the appear 
ance of the car or give the same an‘ undesirable 
or unusual appearance. As the invention is pref 
erably carried out, the antenna is carried by a 

guide. . . 

A feature of the invention, therefore, is the 
provision of a single attachment which is‘so con 
structed that it is a combined fender guide and 
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15. 
~ fender of the car, preferably as part of a fender 

2.0 
radio antenna, and in which,‘ preferably; the staff " ' 
of the fender guide constitutes the antenna. 
The staff of a fender guide is usually a hollow 

metal‘tube, to obtain rigidity with lightweight, 
and often to allow for passage, ‘through the tube, 
of'an insulated current supply wire leading to 
one terminal of an illuminating bulb in a hollow 
target at the top of the fender guide. Where the 
guide has a ‘target which is thusto be illumi 
nated, the other terminal of ‘the bulb is usually 
grounded through the staff and through a metal 
clamping means by which the guide is secured 
to the fender. But with the staff grounded, it 
cannot act as an antenna. ‘ 7 ~ ‘ 

Another feature of the invention is the provi 
sion of a combination'of parts such that the dif 
?culty just referred to is overcome. A now pre 
ferred arrangement for the purpose, in carrying 
out‘ the invention, is one in which the staff is 
insulated against being grounded ‘ to the car 
through the clampnig means, but one in which i 
at the same time one terminal of the bulb is 
grounded to the car fender through the clamping 
means. 

A feature of the invention, whether or not the 
fender guide has a target which is to be illumi 
nated by a. contained electric ‘bulb, is the pro 
vision of a combined fender guide and radio an 
tenna, in which the fender guide staff is of metal, 
in which this staff acts as the antenna, and in 
which the staff is carried by but electrically in 
sulated from a metal clamping means for: se 
curing‘ the fender guide to a car fender. 
Ina fender guide it is desirable to have the 

lower end of the staff universally adjustable rela 
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tive to the clamping ‘means, so that even though 
the'clamping means may be somewhat tilted lat 
erally or longitudinally of x the automobileafter 
its securement' to‘a'fendenthe staff may then be 
‘adjusted to vertical position.‘ ' 

" Another feature‘of the invention, in the‘above 
connection, is the provision of a combined fender 
‘guide and radio antenna, in‘ which the fender 
guide staff is of metal, in which the staff acts as 
the antenna, and in which'the staff, angularly 
adjustable relative to the metal clamping means, 
‘by way of a metal interponent between the staff 
and the clamping means, and which interponent 
is in electrically conductive relation to the clamp 
ingmeans, is ‘electrically‘insulated from such in- I 
terponent. ' 

A‘further feature of the invention is the pro 
vision of a combined fender guide and radio an 
tenna, in'which the metal'staff of the fender 
guide acts ‘as‘the antenna, and in which such 
sta?i'is'adjustable to vary‘the effective length 
of the antenna. ‘ 
In a‘ broad aspect, the invention provides a 

fender-carried post-like structure so constructed 
that a ‘main metal portion thereof provides an 
aerial for a radio receiver on the car. ‘ 
‘Other features and advantages will be here 

inafter apparent. 
In the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a combined 

fender guide and radio antenna according to the 
invention, clamped to a fender‘a portion of which 
is shown in section. ' 

Fig. 2 illustrates the upper portion of the em 
bodiment of Fig. 1, on an enlarged scale and in 
axial section. - ' 

Fig. 3' is a'view similar to Fig. 2, but showing 
the lower part of the device. 

Fig. 4 is a side elevation of another embodi 
ment ‘of the invention, and one wherein the staff 
“is telescopic in construction for variation of the 
effective length of the antenna. ’ 

Fig. 5 is a similar view of the device of Fig. 4, 
but with the telescoping sections of the staff re 
arranged to‘ lower the target level, but to have 

- it somewhat above its usual one in an ordinary 
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fender guide when used as such. ' 
‘Fig. v6 show‘slthe device of Fig. 5 in axial section 

and on ranfenlarged scale, from a point near its 
top down to its means for securing it to a fender, 
with ‘the lattenand certain parts of the securing 
means‘ shown in section. > " ‘ _ 1, 
,,.'Fig. 7 is an enlarged fragmentary view, par 
tially, in ‘axial’ section, showing a ‘detail of con 
structionpof a connection between two staff sec— 



2 
tions for coupling them when adjusted to a de 
sired telescoping relation. 
The device of the present invention, in the 

exemplary embodiment thereof illustrated in 
Figs. 1 to 3, incorporates a hollow metal tube 10 
Which is to constitute a radio antenna as well 
as serve as the staff of the fender guide. 
This fender "guide is shown :as including, as 

usual, in addition to the staff, a target H at the 
top of the staff, and a metal clamping means [2’ 

OX 

10 
at the bottom of the staff, whereby the fender 
guide can be secured in upright position on ‘an 
automobile fender l3. ‘The clamping ) means 
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of the staff may be screwed tight into the bush 
ing. In order to strengthen and dress up the 
insulator, and also to increase the capacitive 
effect of the antenna, the insulator is shown as 
enclosed within a metal shell 2| metallically 
connected to the sta? by way of the bushing 20. 
The target H is shown as of the knob type, 

and includes a main metal housing 22, of sleeve 
form, providing an upper chamber 22a and be 
loW this chamber a bore 22b matching the out 
side diameter of the staff Ill. At the bottom of 
the chamber 22 is an annular wall 220.’, and the 

' top ‘of ‘the chamber is enlarged above an annular 
shown is described and claimed in‘ my .copending 
application Serial No. 94,911, ?led August; 8,’ 15 
1936, and is now preferred, but, as will be under- ' ‘ 
stood, any suitable type of means ‘for securing 
the fender guide properly to' a fender‘ may be " 
employed. The securing means 12 includes ‘an 
L-shaped bracket l4, a clamping plate [5, and 
'a'scréw' |'5"for'drawing these two parts together 
to obtain ‘atignt anddependable grip on the 
fender ‘in ‘the manner ‘illustrated i'n'Fig. \1. The 
bracket 14 is transversely arched"alo‘ng its bot 
tom horizontal limb,‘ and also along'an upstand 
in'g vertical'liinb‘ to ‘the uppe'r'end‘of which’the 
lo'wer'e'ndof ‘the's'taff 10 is connected. 'Trans 
verse'arching of the bracket provides a vertical 
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channel 'and ‘a ‘horizontal channel, the latter , 
belowthe'end of the fender bead I3a. In my 
copending application aforesaid, these channels 
were'provided' for the accommodation of acu'r 
vrent supply wire for ‘an electric ‘light bulb in 
‘the hollow target at the top [of the fender‘ guide. 
I'n'th'e present ca'séQthése channels ‘are employed 
‘for the accommodation of a plurality of wires 
as'willbe‘later'explained. ' " ' 

The v'értic'al'channel ‘just'referred to,‘ marked 
mainjnigys, continues an the'way up to the 
Tto'p‘of ‘the vertical ‘limb of the'bracket 14, which 
‘limb at "its upper'end is'curl'ed around ‘to form a 
split neck l6. This neck is externally'threaded, 
s'o‘jtliat a'metal nut‘ I‘! 'may be tightened up on 
‘the ‘same. The top of ‘the neck MI 6' has'a spher 
ic'ally'a'nnular seat I 6a, and" the nut 11 has a 
similar but' oppositely facing seat Ila.’ These 
seats form the socket of a'ball-and-sock'et'rnountr 
ing for a metal piece 418; the piece >_I'8 carrying 
the ball 18a of such mounting at'itslo‘wervend. 
The upper end ‘of piece I8 is’ externally 

threaded, and screwed directly thereon is the 
lower end of 'a'tubular'insulator l9 in'the upper 
end of which is mounted the lower end of staff 
I0. ' 

Thus the ‘staff [Dis carried by'the'metal secur 
ing means l2, and the staff maybe universally 
inclined relative to the axis of the neck l6 of 
the bracket ill. in order to set the sta? vertical 
and‘ so properly‘place the target after securement 
of the bracket to the, fender, but, nevertheless, 
the staif is insulatrednagainst being grounded 
through thebracket despite the fact thatthe ball 
IBa is.a metal interponent supporting the sta? 
and in, direct contact with the bracket. 

I The insulator I9 is shaped interiorly to pro 
vide a lower recess hreaded?for receiving the 
upper threadedportion of the metal piece _I8_, an 
upper recess threaded vfor having screwed therein 

a diameter matching ‘that of a bore running 
through the metal piece _l8 from top to bottom 
of the latter. The bushing 20 is internally 
threaded, and the’lower' end of the stair Ill is 
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‘a metal bushing 20, and‘an intermediate bore of e 
70 

externally 'threadedfso ‘that :after screwing'the I. 
bushing tight into the insulator, the lowerend 

swell,22c. ll‘itted within the chamber 22a is 
an insulatorsleeve 23, and within the latter is 

I al-metal socket 24 threaded for the mounting 
therein of the base 25a of an electric bulb 25. 

'Tiii's‘v bulb is for illuminating the desired part of 
the ‘target, and such part is here shown as com 
prising a dome 26a forming the top portion of a 
‘c'aQ'ZG oftran'sluceht material. Dome 26a is in 
tegrally vcarried at the top of a central hollow 
si'ee'Ve'ZBb ‘internally threaded to take an exter 
nal thread on the upper end of housing 22. An 
upwardly flaring vconical metal skirt 2'! limits 
thei'llu‘minabl'e area oi‘the target to that of dome 
26a, the upper end of the skirt being set in a 
groove running around the periphery of the 
dome and the'lower end of the skirt being ?anged 
in under the sleeve 26b. The housing thread 
which takes the cap 26, ‘also takes a nut 28, so 
that when the cap has been screwed well down 
on th‘e'ho'using 22, with the nut 28 all the way 
down'l'on the housing, the ‘nut may be screwed 
uptoilock the cap securely in place. 
‘ While the target ll may 'be secured to the 
upper end of the staff l0 in any suitable way, 
such'securing means is shown in the present case 
as inclu'din'g‘a nib-screw Ha. 

‘ The contact vi'n'the “socket 24 for the central 
terminal’of the bulb’ is’sh'own as of conventional 
type, being the upper end of a coil spring 29 
posinenea'ma block 30 of insulation in the bot 
tom of secret ‘24. The lower and larger end of 
this‘ spring rests in a recess in the top of the 
bloekv3'ill, and below this ‘recess the block has 
,a.vshouldered here as illustrated overlying an 
opening 24;; in the socket bottom. 
To thelower end of the spring 29 is connected, 

asvby soldering, the bared end of an insulated 
_Wire4_3l, this wire-end ?tting in the upper or 
smaller diametered part of ‘the shouldered bore 
of block 30, and an end length of the insulation 
.3,|a of the wire ?tting in the lower and larger 
part of such bore. The wire 3l'and its insulation 
3la>continuedown through the opening 24a and 
thechamber 22a, and thence all the way down 
through the hollow sta? ID, the insulator-cham 
ber I9a, the metal piece 18 and the channel l5 
of‘the bracket l4, and thence under the bead l‘3a 
of the fender, for extension to connection with 
a current source on the automobile. _ 

According to the invention, as the same is illus 
trated in the embodiment now being described, 
the-circuit for the bulb 25 beyond the socket 24 
‘which_'contacts the other terminal of the lamp 
“base, - is- completed down through the fender 
*guide,jbut, at the same ‘time, the sta? H) is in 
sulated‘against grounding so that it can be em 
ployedfas'a radio antenna. This result is here 
accomplished ‘by providing an insulatedwire 32 
leading ‘from ‘the'socket 24 down through the 
staff l'?'fand thence through thercentral bore of 
insulator ‘Hi, to the'metal piece I 8 ‘forming ‘part 
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of the ball-and-socket mounting for the‘ sta 
at the upper end of thebracket |4. ., - . ~ . 

The insulation 32a of the wire 3: completely’ 
covers the latter-except close to itsopposite ends, 
where the wire 32 is bared only Lenoughto allow 
the upper wire-end to be solderedto the socket 
24 and the lower. wire-end to be gripped in 
familiar type of eyelet-clip 33. . . . ' 

Thus, as shown, at the upper end of the wire 
32 the insulation 32a extends high enough to pre 
vent contact of the wire with the stall l0, and 
at the lower end of this wire its insulation ex 
tends down far enough to prevent contact of the 
wire with the staff. While the upper end of the 
wire 32 is connected to the socket 24, the socket 
is completely insulated from the housing 22, and 
hence from the staff, by the insulator sleeve 23. 
At the lower end of the wire 32 its insulation 
extends well down within the central boreof 
the» insulator l9. _ 1 .. . . . , 

It will be noted that by these arrangements 
the sta? 23 is completely insulated atits upper 
end. And, as already stated, the stair at? its 
lower endis prevented by the insulator 19 from 
being grounded to the bracket l4. At the. same - 
time, however, the bulb 25, throughthe socket 
24 and the wire 32, is grounded to the bracket. 
In order to' make proper connection of the stall 

ID as an antenna, to a radio receiver on the car, 
an insulated wire 34 is provided which runs 
down through the central bore of theinsulator 
It, then through the .metal piece |8 into the 
channel I5 of the bracket l4, and then under 
the bead |3a of the fender for extension to the 
radio receiver. The insulation 34a of this wire 
covers the latter completely except close. to the 
upper end of, the wire, where bared only suf 
?ciently to allow it to be gripped in an eyelet 
clip 35. . i , ' 

As shown in Fig. 3, the wires 32 and 34, where 
they pass each other, are separated bythe in 
sulation of both, and there is no chance of the 
stair Ill being accidentally grounded through 
contact of these two wires. ‘ 1 

> In assembling the embodiment shown in Figs. 
1 to 3, care should be taken that the insulation 
of wires 3|, 32 and 34' extend close to the bared 
ends of the wires whereconnected to the fender 
guide parts, to hold each wire to its appointed 
function as above described. It is important in 
this connection to have the wire 32‘ of such 
length that when the parts are ?nally assembled, 
as illustrated, there will be no slack in this wire 
such as will allow it to touch a part of either 
of the other two wires when they are extended 
through the fender guide. ~ ,-. ._ . 

' The embodiment now being described may be 
assembled to avoid undesirable slack in the wire 
32, aswill now be described. w - - , j a 

The bared ends of the wires 32' and 34, after 
the wire 32 has been precut ‘to the proper length, 
are, coiled around within the annular channels 
of the eyelet-clips 33 and 35, and these clips 
are axially compressed so as securely to‘ seize 
the wire coils.“ The main length of the, wires 
are then bent perpendicular to the ?at of the 
eyelets, and so that thewires'nowhereextend 
beyond the peripheral limits of the‘eyelets, this 
being permitted by a notch (not shown) in the 
approprate eyelet ?ange. ' ‘ . ' .1. . 

As the next step, the‘parts of the device'shown 
in Fig. 3 are ?rst assembled. "Before a‘ny'of the 
parts shown in Fig. 3 as above the'metal piece 18 
are added, the wires 3| and 34‘ are'passed through 
the'bore of the piece |8.i Since the wire“ should" 
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have its end gripped by the eyelet-clip 34 upper 
most, this wire is sent down through the piece 
I8, but after the wire has been sent down through 
the central bore of the as yet unconnected in 

. sulator I9. Next, the wire 32 is drawn up through 
this insulator, with its end gripped by the eyelet 
clip 33 lowermost, until the clip 33 is drawn up 
into the lower recess in the insulator as illus 
trated. The insulator is then screwed up tight 
on the upper end of the piece l8, thus clamping 
the eyelet-clip 33 in place. Next, the wire 34 is 
pulleddown to draw the eyelet-clip '35, on the 
upper end of that wire, into the bottom of the 
upper recess in the insulator l9, thus clamping 

. theeyelet-clip 35 in place. After this, the bush 
ing 20 is screwed tight in the upper end of the 
insulator. The wires 3| and 32 are thenpassed 
throughithe as yet unconnected staff Ill, and the 
staff is screwed up tight in the bushing. , o 

. The parts next to be assembled are those shown 
at the upper portion of Fig. 2. _ , 

‘ With the housing 22 disconnected from the 
staff l0, and with the cap 26 disconnected from 
the housing, and with the bulb 25 not yet in 
place, a workable length of the wire 3| is drawn 
up above‘ the top of. the staff, and the upper end 
of this wire is bared to a length slightly greater 
than. that of the upper reduced portion of the 
bore in the lower part of insulation‘block 30. 
This bared wire length is‘ sent up into the block 
bore, so that a length of insulation 3|a ?lls the 
lower larger part of the bore as shown, and 
then the upper end of the bared wire length is 
soldered to the lower end of the spring 29. Next, 
with the nib-screw | la retracted to the necessary 
extent, the housing 22 is placed on the upper end 
of the staff, and slipped down along the same 
until the top of the housing is brought down at 
least as low as the top of the staff. The hous 
ing may be dropped down the staff all the way to 
the bushing .20, or it may be temporarily set at 
any desired position by tightening up the nib 
screw Ha. As a result of this downward move 
ment of the housing, and with it the insulator 

- sleeve 23, which latter is ?tted more tightly in 
the housing than around the socket 24, the socket 
will be left exposed, As thus exposed,’ the socket 
will be elevated as in Fig. 2., With the socket 
thus exposed and elevated, soldering of the upper 
end of the wire 32 to the bottom of the socket, 
as shown in Fig. 2, is easily done, despite the fact 
that the wire 32 is of a length such that it is 
to have no appreciable slack in the ?nished de 
vice. ~ ' l 

' ,When, now, the housing 22 is pushed along the 
staff, to the location illustrated, so that the nib 
of the screw Ila may be advanced by turning. of 
the screw into the most convenient one of several 
nib holes l'lb provided in the upper end of . the 
staff, all the parts of Fig. 2 will automatically 
become ?nally assembled as there shown. Dur 
ing theupward movement of the housing to the 
position of Fig. 2, the insulator sleeve 23 moves up 
relativeto the socket 24 until a shoulder in the 
sleeve engages'the bottom of the thread of the 
socket asilllustrated. The shoulder last referred 
to is the inside face of an annular swell of the 
sleeve substantially opposite the annular swell 
220 of the housing 22. There is some play shown 
between these swells, but this is merely to facili 
tate ‘initial assembly of the insulator sleeve within 
the housing while allowing for slight" variations 
of shape between different sleeves. ' : ; '. 
The swell in the insulator-3 sleeve 23 is so located 

along the length of thelatter, and relative to the 
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when the operations above des'cribédhave?been 
completed and the nib-screw lla‘is tightened up. 
to ?nally assemble the device, the wire.32, with 
out appreciable slack, will'be housed in the fender 
guide and connected to interiorparts thereof as 
intended. ' - . ' - . - 

Referring to the embodiment of the invention 
illustrated in Figs; 4 to 7, there-is shown a‘ fender 
guide having a non-illuminated target 36 carried 
at the upper end of the top‘section of. a. three 
section telescopic staff 31;" . . . , 

As shown, the bottomtubular section 38 is 
mounted at its lower end exactly as is the sta? 
[0 as in Figs. 1 to 3; that is, this sectio'nis 
screwed down into a bushing 20, which in turn 
is screwed down into the. upper, portion'of an‘ 
insulator l9, and this insulator is screwed to'the 
top of a metal piece I8 which,.with thev nut I1 
and a bracket l4, provides a ball-and-socket ad 
justing and holding means for the bottom of the 
staff. The bracket I4 is, as in Figs. 1 to 3, part 
of a securing means [2. including also a clamp 
plate l5 and a draft screw I5’ whereby the fender 
guide may be mounted on an automobile fend 
er l3. - - . 

slidably received in the staff section 38,.is an 
other tubular sta?- section 39, and slidably re 
ceived in the section 39 is a rod section 40, this 
last being the section which has suitably mount~_ 
ed on its top the target 36.»? - 1 . 

Fig. 1 shows each of the two upper sections as 
extended fully above the section therebelow, while 
Fig. 2 shows the top section 40 considerablyibut : 
only vpartially extended above the section 39 and 
the lower section almost wholly collapsed in. the 
bottom section 38. By variously extending and 
collapsing one or more of. the sections relative 
to the others, the fender'guide may be given any 
desired length, to vary the effective length of 
the staff 31 when used as a radio antenna - 
The staff sections 38, 39 and 40 areof -metal, 

in good contact where they overlap, and in the 
same way as in Figs. 1 to 3, the staff asa radio 
antenna is prevented by the insulator l9 from be 
ing grounded by way of the bracket l4 or the 
ball-and-socket mounting including the metal 
piece I8. ~ ‘ 

The means for permitting telescopic adjust 
ment of the staff 31, and for clamping the staff 
in the adjustment selected,’ thereby to obtain 
good contact between the different. staff sections, 
includes a nut 4| at the top of each of the two 
lower tubular sections 38 and 39. The upper end 
of each of these sections is’ longitudinally slotted, 
as at 42 in Fig. 7, and this slot interrupts an ex 
ternal thread on the section vfor taking the nut 
thread. The upper interior of the nut, above 
its thread, is shaped to have a conical wall 43. 
When an upper section is telescoped to the de 
sired extent within a section therebelow, tight 
ening of the nut 4| on the latter section brings 
the wall 43 against the top of such section and 
reduces the diameter thereof su?‘lciently to clamp 
the two sections tightly together, this ‘being per-. 
mitted by the slot 42. . . 1 , -. 

As in Figs. 1 to 3, in order‘to. makeproper con 
nection of staff 31 as an antenna, to a radio re 
ceiver on the car, an insulated wire-34 .is ‘pro 
vided which runs down through the central bore 
of the insulator 19, then through the metal piece 
[8 into the channel'l4a. or: the-bracket ‘l4, and‘ 
then under the bead of the fender 13 for exten 
sion to the radio receiver. The insulation‘ 34‘ of; 
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2,252,395 
distance between the bottom of the thread of the“ 
socket '24 and the :bottom of the socket, that, 

this'wiref covers the latter completely except close 
up to the upper end. ‘of the wire'where bared to 
allow it to be ‘gripped in the eyelet-clip 35. This 
clip; as in ‘Fig. 3, is secured in the insulator l9 
by the .bushing 20. . . 

- Variations and modi?cations may be made 
within thescope of this invention and portions 
of the improvements may be used without others. 
I claim; ‘ 

1. A combined fender guide and radio antenna 
comprising a metal'staff adapted to carry a tar 
get near its top; a metal fender clamp; a con 
nectionbetween said clamp and the staff includ 
ing an insulator having a socket, and a metal 
liner secured in said socket and within which 
liner is. secured the lower end of the stall; and 
a' terminal: having a conductor to connect the 
staff ‘as an antenna to a radio receiver, said ter 
minal being con?ned in the socket by the liner. 

2. A combined fender guide and radio antenna 
comprising a metal staff adapted to carry a tar 
getnear its top; a metal fender clamp; a con 
nection between said clamp and the staff includ 
ing'an insulator presenting a socket, a metal 
bushing threaded into said socket, said bushing 
having an internal thread and the lower end of 
the staff having a coacting external thread 
whereby‘ the staff ‘may be screwed in the bush 
ing;v and an annular terminal for a conductor to 
connect the'sta? as an‘ antenna to a radio re 
ceiver, said terminal being interposed between 
the bottom of the socket and the bushing. 
3. A device as in claim 2, in which there is a 

hollow target on the fender guide near the top 
of the staff; in which there. is a mounting means 
for ‘an electric. lamp in the target; in which the 
insulator has an upwardly extending socket at its 
lower end; in which there is a metal member 
upstanding from and conductively carried by the 
metal fender clamp, and extended into and in 
threaded‘engagement withthe socket last-men 
tione'd'; and in which there is an annular termi 
nal for a conductor to supply current to the 
lamp, said terminal being con?ned in the socket 
last-mentioned by said upstanding metal mem 
ber._ ‘ i. 

4. A combined fender guide and antenna, com 
prising a supporting structure having means for 
securingjthe' same to the fender of an automobile 
atv an. edge thereof, said. structure including an 
upstanding metal‘ member; an upstanding metal 
staff; means' for mechanically connecting but 
electrically insulating the sta? from said sup 
porting structure comprising an insulator at its 
lower portion sleeving said member and at its 
upper portion sleeving the lower end of the sta?; 
and av plurality of. terminals one connected to 
the staff‘ and one to said ‘member and both 
housed in the insulator and insulated thereby 
from each other. 

5. A combined. fender guide andantenna, com 
prising a supporting structure having means for 
securing the same to the fender of an automo 
bile atan'edge thereof, saidv structure including 
an upstanding metal member; an upstanding 
metal staff; means for: mechanically connecting 
but electrically insulating the staff from said 
supporting, structure comprising an insulator at 
its lower portion sleeving said‘member and at its 
upper portion sleeving the lower end of, the staff; 
and. a terminal housed withinthe insulator and 
connected to thestaff. 
: 6. .Acombined fender guide and antenna, com 
prising a" supporting structure having means for 

‘ securing the same? to the fender of an automobile 
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at an edge thereof, said structure including an 
upstanding metal member; a tubular metal staff; 
a hollow target near the top of the sta?; means 
for mounting an electric bulb in the target and 
having terminals one insulated from the other; 
means for mechanically connecting but electri 
cally insulating the staff from said supporting 
structure comprising an insulator at its lower 
portion sleeving said member and at its upper 
portion sleeving the lower end of the staff; a plu 
rality of annular terminals both housed in the 
insulator, with one in contact with the lower end 
of the staff but insulated from said member, and 
the other in contact with said member but insu 
lated from the staff; .a wire extending from the 15 

5 
sta? but insulated therefrom and joining one of 
the terminals of the lamp mounting and the an 
nular terminal which is in contact with the up 
standing metal member'; another wire passing 
through the staff but insulated therefrom and 
from the wire ?rst-mentioned, this wire extend 
ing from the other terminal of the lamp mount 
ing and passing through both annular terminals 
but insulated therefrom, for connection to a 
source of current supply; and a third wire ex 
tending from the annular terminal which is in 
contact with the staff and passing through the 
other annular terminal but insulated therefrom, 
for connection to a radio receiver. 

JOSEPH H. COHEN. 


